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Featured Snippets & SEO 
Featured snippets started showing up on SERPs in 2014, and the SEO community
collectively gasped. Two years later, as the prevalence of featured snippets 
continues to rapidly increase, we’ve had time to study some data and come to 
some initial conclusions.

(The terms “featured snippet” and “answer box” frequently overlap on the 
interwebs, but are not, technically, synonymous. See below for details.)

The good news is that featured snippets haven’t done the kind of damage to 
CTRs that some marketers feared they would. The difficulty is that they may be 
the start of the next big wave of change in SEO.
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What is a Featured Snippet? 

The featured snippet includes a link back to the page that the information was 
drawn from.

`
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A featured snippet is a summary of an answer to a user’s query that Google 

pulls from a well-ranking website, and delivers at the top of search results. 
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Featured Snippets vs. 
Answer/Knowledge Boxes 
A featured snippet may be a direct answer to a question, but it is not an Answer 

Box (sometimes called a Knowledge Box to avoid confusion). An Answer 

Box delivers a direct answer, from Google’s Knowledge Graph or a short list 

of trusted sources. These direct answers provide information like dictionary 

definitions, weather information, quick facts, sports scores and schedules, etc. 

Because the information is pulled from Google’s own knowledge base, or third 

party data sets, Answer Boxes do not include links to source landing pages.

Answer Box for [what is search]
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3 Types of Featured Snippets 
Featured snippets come in three styles:

 Paragraphs—About 82% of snippets are paragraphs of text.

 Lists—About 11% of featured snippets are bulleted or numbered lists.

 Tables—About 7% of featured snippets are tables.

No study of featured snippets has ever found circumstances where 

these three styles are combined or overlap. Additionally, no research 

has found featured snippets on SERPs with local three-packs.

https://getstat.com/blog/featured-snippets/
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Featured snippet list format for [how to cook rice]

Featured snippet table format for [military ranks]
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Why Do I Care About 
Featured Snippets? 
When Google first started displaying featured snippets, some marketers were 

concerned that providing an answer to searchers’ questions directly on the SERP 

would destroy CTRs, but the opposite has proven to be true.

 One example demonstrated a CTR increase from two to eight percent   

 when a landing page earned a featured snippet spot.

 Another case study recorded a 20 to 30% traffic increase while their page   

 held the featured snippet spot.

 A 2016 study of high-volume keywords showed that ranking #0 produced 

 a 114% CTR boost—even when the same page already held the #1 

 organic position.

In some cases, this is because the content provided in the featured snippet isn’t 

complete, and acts as a teaser for the landing page from which it is drawn. In 

other cases, securing the featured snippet position simply improves the perceived 

authority of the landing page and places it higher than the #1 organic ranking.

http://searchengineland.com/seo-featured-snippets-leads-big-gains-236212
https://www.stonetemple.com/the-growth-of-rich-answers-in-googles-search-results/
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-featured-snippet-box#sm.00123222jqgpdap11ka1radv7t0yu
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Two Snippets is Twice as Nice
Featured snippets are always pulled from landing pages that rank on Page 1 of the 

Google SERP, but we know that because they never replace the snippet already on 

Page 1. That means that securing the featured snippet spot gives a landing page two 

snippets on page one: the featured spot, and the natural organic ranking spot.

Your Only SEO Shortcut
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Since the featured snippet doesn’t always draw from the #1 organic result 

(in fact, 70% of featured snippets come from sites outside of the #1 organic 

position), it is almost an SEO shortcut.

The featured snippet includes a link back to the page that the information was 
drawn from.

https://getstat.com/blog/featured-snippets/
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Featured Snippets and the
Future of Search 
Much has been said about why Google started featuring content on SERPs. The 

initial theory about destroying CTRs to keep users on the SERP has proven untrue, 

so what might the giant be up to? Two theories—both related to the future of 

search technology in general–seem likely, and both make the battle for the 

featured snippet that much more important:

 Limited screen space on mobile—When a featured snippet appears on a  

 mobile search, it takes up almost the entire page. It’s true that mobile   

 users are more inclined to scroll, but still—when a mobile user wants   

 a quick answer, the one that dominates the screen wins. Moz notes,    

 “As technology diversifies into watches and other wearables, this problem   

 will expand.”

 Voice search only reads one answer—If you do a voice search for your   

 question on an Android device, or on the soon-to-be-released 

 Google Home device, Google reads a shortened version of the answer 

 that appears in the snippet, with an added attribution.

https://moz.com/blog/ranking-zero-seo-for-answers
https://home.google.com/
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It’s likely that Google is trying to keep up with changing technology, and featured 

snippets are a step in that direction. That means that being found at all by 

searchers in the future may mean securing that featured snippet spot.
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How Do I Capture the 
Featured Snippet? 
Capturing the featured snippet is easiest in a strategic overlap: where the type of 

query prone to featured snippets overlaps the URLs on your site that are already 

performing well. That doesn’t mean, however, that your brand can’t be the first to 

generate a featured snippet where Google hasn’t had an option before.
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Types of Queries that Produce 
Featured Snippets 
First, it’s important to understand what types of queries most often produce featured 

snippets, so you can identify overlaps with your business and content. A study of 

roughly one million high-traffic keywords found that certain themes generated a lot 

of featured snippets:

 Financial and math queries—Queries that include terms like salary,   

 deductible, average, difference, etc.

 Time queries—Those that include keywords like often, years, and deadline

 Health queries—Searches that include works like eat, symptoms, and hurt

Brands in finance or medical verticals have a lot of opportunity, then, to capture 

featured snippets, but any industry with deadlines, timelines, etc. can focus on 

content that answers those questions.

Certain query formats also tended to generate more featured snippets than others:

 Question modifiers—who, what, how, etc.

https://getstat.com/blog/featured-snippets/
https://getstat.com/blog/featured-snippets/
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Engagement SEO Considerations 
for Capturing a Featured Snippet 
Featured snippets are one more evidence that good UX is good SEO, so targeting a 

featured snippet should be mostly about creating strategic content.

 Identify the what, why, and how questions that relate to your industry.  
 What products, services, tools, processes, equipment, etc. are core to your   
 business model? Make a list of basic questions that your brand can answer by  
 using Google Suggest.

 Definition queries for industry terms—define and definition when used with  

 industry-specific phrases. Normal, single words more often result in an Answer  

 Box dictionary definition.

 Transition statements—forming, becoming, removing, etc.; 

 as in [forming an LLC]

 Requirement queries—qualify, statute, needed, etc.; as in [qualify for usmc]

This prioritizes the task of formatting content to provide simple definitions for 

industry terms, simple steps for basic processes, and outlines for any requirements 

or standards.

1
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 Identify the pages on your site that appear on Page 1 for key queries. 

 You don’t have to be in the #1 organic spot to capture the Featured Snippet, 

 but you do need to be on Page 1.

 Identify the best page on your site to answer the key questions. There may  

 be a few pages on your site that discuss a key term—a sales page and a   

 separate resource page, for example—and you want to optimize the one   

 Google is already favoring. Use the “site:” search feature with the target   

 question to determine which page Google thinks is providing the best   

 answer so far. Keep in mind that the page needs to rank on Page 1 of search  

 results to capture the featured spot, so optimize the entire page to improve  

 ranking while you’re working on it.

Once you’ve identified the right page for each of the right questions, tweak your 

content to answer the key question(s) simply and clearly.

 Provide a “definition statement,” near the top of the content.

 Format H2s and H3s as the questions you are targeting.

 Break up content with strategic headers, <ol> lists, and <table>s.

 Share the updated page on Google+ and using the URL Submit tool in Search 

 Console to make sure Google discovers the page as quickly as possible.

12
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When you do land a featured snippet, review the content that appears, and 

continue polishing it for better CTRs. If you have a list, for example, that is showing 

in its entirety, see if you can break up the steps to make the list longer. That way, 

the featured snippet only teases the content, and the user is enticed to click 

through for the rest of the content.

Bear in mind, though, that the most common length of a featured snippet is 

between 40 and 50 words, so the crucial information—the definition itself, for 

example—should fit within those first 50 words. The text after that can be the 

teaser that entices the user to click through.

Technical SEO Considerations for 
Capturing a Featured Snippet 
When your content is ready, there may be some technical factors that can help 

Google find and recognize it. On-page factors that correlate to higher chances of 

being featured as #0 on the SERP include:

 Presence of <table>—Featured snippet URLs use <table> 22% more often  

 than those that do not.

 Presence of <ol>—Featured snippet URLs use <ol> for ordered lists 42%   

 more often than those that do not.

https://www.semrush.com/blog/how-to-earn-your-featured-snippets/
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 Query match in <title>—Featured snippet URLs had at least partial    

 keyword matches in the <title> tag 11% more frequently than 

 non-featured URLs.

 Query match in <h1> or <h2>—Featured snippet URLs had an exact or   

 partial match keyword in an <h1> or <h2> tag 21% more frequently than non- 

 featured results.

 Fewer images—Featured snippet URLs had about 8% fewer images on their  

 pages than other results.

 No Schema—Featured snippet URLs were 19.8% less likely to have    

 <itemtype=”http://schema.org/”> on the page.

 Faster load time—Google Developer PageSpeed Insights API showed   

 featured snippet sites having a 0.5% faster load time, while Screaming Frog  

 reported response times 19.3% faster for snippet URLs.

 Page links—Featured snippet URLs had about 10% more unique domains   

 linking to the page than non-featured URLs.
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Among those factors that resulted in a negligible (5% or less) difference are:

 Length of content

 Presence of <ul>

 Number of videos

 Average readability

As with all SEO, the technical considerations will get you in the game, but won’t 

win any championships. Make sure that you take advantage of the technical 

features that matter, that you aren’t wasting time on the ones that don’t, and that 

you then spend the bulk of your time creating better content than the competition.
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Average page authority

Average domain authority

Number of domain links

Featured Snippets are the Future 
of Search 
Featured snippets may be Google’s answer to technological innovation. 

They are definitely a reminder of the constantly changing nature of SEO. 

Start digging into your keyword data and your well-ranked pages to identify 

your quickest opportunities. 



Capture a Featured Snippet: A Checklist

Ready to go for zero? Let’s get started:

 Determine which of your pages are already ranking on Page 1 for important keywords. Hint: If none of  

 your pages are in Google’s Top 10, decide which pages are closest or have the best chance, and optimize  

 them for all the on-page SEO and the featured snippet at the same time.

 Determine what question your page is best suited to answer: “What is … ?” 

 “Who is … ?” “How do I … ?” 

 Include any appropriate definition statements at the top of the page.

 Use any natural follow-up questions as H2 headers to break up and organize the rest of the content on  

 the page. Example: If the page is about bacon, the main question being answered is, “What is bacon?”  

 After a  concise definition, you might create H2 headers like, “What are some different kinds of bacon?” 

 “How do I cook bacon?” “What are some good recipes that include bacon?” 

 “Who discovered bacon?” etc.

 Include lists and tables as appropriate and format them with <ol> and <table> tags to make it very clear  

 to search engines that those features are on the page.

 Check for technical SEO considerations. Does the page load quickly? Is it mobile-friendly? Etc.

 Check for engagement SEO considerations: Is the page more helpful and more engaging 

 than the competitions’?

 Share the page on Google+ and using the URL Submit tool in Search Console.
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Additional Resources:
STAT Whitepaper: How to Get More Featured Snippets

Ranking #0: SEO for Answers (Moz)

SEO For Featured Snippets Leads To Big Gains (Search Engine Land)

View More Resources >>
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https://getstat.com/blog/featured-snippets/
https://moz.com/blog/ranking-zero-seo-for-answers
http://searchengineland.com/seo-featured-snippets-leads-big-gains-236212
http://www.propecta.com/resources
http://propecta.com/resources

